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Catamaran to Bratislava & Sightseeing-Tour
Baroque Gardens – Hof Palace

Wine-Degustation
The day starts with a 75 minutes speed-boat-trip to the Slovakian capital. The group will
arrive at the city-centre, where a guide is already waiting to pick them up for a 2 hours
sightseeing tour by foot and by car.
After lunch in Bratislava the participants will go by bus to the famous Imperial Festival
Palace Hof to take a look at its beautiful baroque gardens, one of the largest in Europe.

On the way back to Vienna, the guests will visit the modern wine production of the very
well known wine-producer Leo Hillinger next to lake Neusiedl.

Castle Ruin Aggstein
Ferry & Dürnstein

Ship & Wine Tasting
By bus the guests are going to the castle ruin Aggstein, with its fabulous view over the
Wachau-region and the Danube-river. They will explore the ruin on wooden pathways,
before they take lunch in the knights-tavern.
With a ferry the group will cross the Danube-river, before they come to the picturesque
village of Dürnstein, where they can do sightseeing on their own.

After a short transfer by ship, the guests will visit the modern wine-production “Loisium”,
where they will taste famous wines of the region, accompanied by a little snack.

Klosterneuburg – Guided tour
wine tasting at the monastery

The guests will go by bus to Klosterneuburg. The visit of the Klosterneuburg monastery
will start with a guided tour through the monastery and continuous with a walk around
through the monastery gardens and courts.
The guided tour through the wine cellars takes approximately 60 minutes. After the tour
will start a tasting of 3 wines, commented in English language.
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